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CITY OF GRANDE PRAIRIE 
 

OFFICE CONSOLIDATION 
 

BYLAW C-1013 
 

A Bylaw to adopt the Northridge Area Structure Plan 
 

(As Amended by Bylaw C-1013-02-01, C-1013-06-01 and C-1013-07-01) 
 
 THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF GRANDE PRAIRIE, IN THE 
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, DULY ASSEMBLED, ENACTS AS FOLLOWS: 
 
1. This Bylaw shall be cited as the “Northridge Area Structure Plan Bylaw”. 
 
2. The Northridge Area Structure Plan attached as Schedule “A” is adopted as the area 

structure plan for Section 35-71-6-6 pursuant to Section 633 of the Municipal 
Government Act, 1994. 

 
3. Bylaw C-711 and Bylaw C-711-97-01 are repealed. 
 
4 This bylaw shall take effect on the date it is passed. 
 
READ a first time this    19th   of     July      , 1999. 
 
 “G. Graydon” (signed) 
 Mayor 
 
 “A. Roth” (signed) 
 Acting City Clerk 
 
READ a second time this    16th     of     August       , 1999. 
 
READ a third time and finally passed this     16th     of     August      , 1999. 
 
 “G. Graydon” (signed) 
 Mayor 
 
 “J. Ferguson” (signed) 
 City Clerk 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Purpose of the Plan 
 

It is intended that the Northridge Area Structure Plan II be adopted as a 
new Area Structure Plan replacing the current Northridge Area Structure 
Plan.  By doing so, the existing plan would be repealed and the new 
bylaw adopted. 

 
1.2 Background 

 
The original Northridge Area Structure Plan was adopted by Bylaw by the 
City of Grande Prairie in 1980.  The plan was amended in June 1997 to 
accommodate a mobile home park in the NE 35-71-6 W6M. 

 
The plan covered all of the land in the northwest quadrant of the City 
between 116 Avenue and 132 Avenue, east of the Bear Creek to the line 
of development facing 100 Street.  The plan created an entire 
neighborhood including a variety of residential housing styles and types, 
commercial uses and a number of schools and parks.  A complete 
servicing plan covering the entire area was developed. 

 
The purpose of the current plan is similar today as it was in 1980:  to 
provide coordinated direction for the future subdivision and development 
of the area. 

 
The present plan reflects a more up to date approach.  Excluding land 
west of 108 Street has reduced the area.  The plan also reflects 
standards in the prevailing service master plans approved by the City of 
Grande Prairie.  The plan is representative of the most recent 
development conditions and standards. 

 
The overall purpose of the Area Structure Plan is to provide a framework 
for future subdivision and development of the undeveloped portions of 
Section 35-71-6 W6M. 

 
1.3 Land Description and Policy Context 

 
The Northridge area is located in the northwest quadrant of the City of 
Grande Prairie.  The specific location is indicated on Map 1.  The entire 
plan area which will be covered by the adoption of this bylaw 
encompasses approximately 216.9 ha or 536 acres.  It excludes any of 
the existing redevelopment located along 100 Street within Section 35-
71-6 W6M. 
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The Northridge Area Structure Plan II is in conformity with the provisions 
of the Municipal Government Act.  The plan is also consistent with the 
provisions of the City of Grande Prairie Municipal Development Plan 
adopted in 1995.  In particular, the overall density is consistent with the 
MDP policies.  Further, the Area Structure Plan provides for a mix of 
single and multiple family housing. 

 
It is intended that all future subdivision and development will conform to 
the provisions of this Area Structure Plan and to the Land Use Bylaw for 
the City of Grande Prairie. 

 
 
2.0 THE DEVELOPMENT AREA 
 

2.1 Location and Surrounding Uses 
 

The Northridge Area Structure Plan II will be confined to the portion of 
Section 35-71-6 W6M, which is currently undeveloped.  The balance of 
the plan as amended will remain the same.  All lands covered by this 
plan are located in the City of Grande Prairie. 

 
The planning area is surrounded by both developed and undeveloped 
land. To the south is the highway Bypass.  Transportation links to the 
Bypass will be via 106 Street, 105 Street and 102 Street.  Access points 
are either developed or identified in the Transportation Master Plan. 

 
To the east of the planning area is a major Highway Commercial area for 
the City of Grande Prairie.  This commercial area is largely oriented 
towards 100 Street. 

 
The current land use to the north is agriculture.  However, the area is 
identified in the Northridge Area Structure Plan as future mixed 
residential and commercial and is consistent with the plans for the 
Northridge area. 

 
To the west, the area is covered by the Hidden Valley Area Structure 
Plan.  The plan is still under consideration at this time but it is likely that 
the land uses will also be largely residential. 

 
2.2 Ownership 

 
The ownership of the lands contained within the Area Structure Plan is 
indicated on Map 2. 
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2.3 Site Conditions 
 

The undeveloped portions of the area are mostly in agricultural 
production, mainly cereal and oilseed crops with some hay.  A low area, 
which is largely peat moss, is located in the northwest corner of the 
planning area. 

 
The land generally slopes from the northeast to the southwest.  The 
highest point of land is in the northeast corner.  From this point, the land 
slopes to the west and southwest.  The topography of the area gives the 
plan area its name. 

 
A map indicating the contours is included as Map 3.  In addition, existing 
approved subdivisions within the planning area are also identified.  

 
In addition to the agricultural land, there is one residence located in the 
northwest of 35-71-6 W6M.  This parcel was subdivided many years ago.  
It contains approximately 20 acres.  In general, there are no natural 
impediments to development in the plan area. 

 
2.4 Development Opportunities and Constraints 

 
The nature of the land is such that it is highly desirable for development 
purposes due to the absence of any significant constraints to 
development. 

 
The area is notably free of any constraints to development by any 
physical or natural features.  A west area located in the northwest corner 
of the planning area is suitable for development by utilizing a 
combination of fill and proper drainage.  This area is identified as a 
developable area. 

 
There is a high pressure gas line which runs in a north/south direction 
through the eastern half of the section.  All building setbacks and 
construction activity areas near the pipeline will be done in compliance 
with the Pipeline Act. 

 
 
3.0 THE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT  
 

3.1 Concept Overview 
 

The 1980 Northridge Area Structure Plan identified the area as being 
developed as a fully integrated residential neighborhood.  The new plan 
is generally consistent with the former direction.  There will be some 
changes due to market conditions and other planning considerations. 
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The size of the planning area has been reduced from the original plan as 
the City has given permission to the landowner immediately west of the 
Northridge area to develop a separate Area Structure Plan west of 108 
Street.  Also, the planning area reflects a neighborhood unit as defined 
by future arterial roads. 

 
The area will be developed in accordance with the Conceptual Future 
Land Use map.  The area is predominately a single-family neighborhood 
with a mix of multiple family housing in strategic locations.  The locations 
for the multiple family housing are scattered throughout the plan area.  
The plan identifies the predominant land uses in the area.  An 
accompanying chart also identifies approximate acres associated with 
each of the land uses in the area. 

 
3.2 Highway Commercial 

 
The Highway Commercial area is located adjacent to 116 Avenue or the 
Highway Bypass.  The area extends northward to 132 Avenue between 
101 Street and 102 Street.  The area is identified on the Conceptual 
Future Land Use Map 4 as Highway Commercial.  Some of the area has 
already been rezoned and the City of Grande Prairie has approved 
subdivisions.  Development is currently proceeding in the area located 
along the Bypass. 

 
The plan will allow for the development of the Highway Commercial area 
to a Highway Commercial C-2 district standard.  The C-2 district in the 
Land Use Bylaw provides for a mix of commercial, office and storage.  
Development in the area will be consistent with the Land Use Bylaw. 

 
In the event that market conditions are not favorable for the development 
of some of the area for commercial, the development of multiple family 
residential is a suitable alternative use.  These areas will be identified as 
“swing” areas of the Conceptual Future Land Use Map 4.  Only those 
areas, which are identified as “swing sites”, will be allowed to develop for 
multi-family residential.  Multi-family development will not be allowed to 
locate in the areas designated as Highway Commercial along 116 
Avenue. 

 
Where residential and commercial uses occur in an area identified as a 
“swing” area, an adequate transition or buffer between the two land uses 
will be provided.  The development of the transition area or buffer is the 
responsibility of the developers.  
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In order to provide for a proper separation between the residential and 
commercial area along the south boundary of the neighborhood, a 
suitable buffer will be provided. 

 
New commercial uses or expansion of exiting commercial uses, which 
are located adjacent to proposed residential areas, are properly sited, 
landscaped, screened and lighted so as to minimize the impact on the 
residential areas.  The developer is responsible for mitigating any future 
land use conflicts through the provision of landscaped berms, fencing or 
other measures.  More details on these provisions will be provided in the 
Outline Plan. 

 
3.3 Low Density Residential 

 
Overall, the majority of the area as identified on the Conceptual Future 
Land Use Map 4 will develop as a low density residential area consisting 
of single and two family units.  The overall density for a low density area 
will be in conformity with the Municipal Development Plan.  Development 
in the planning area will consist of small lot single family, larger lot single 
family with some duplex or semi-detached housing.  The actual mix will 
be determined at the time of subdivision and will be largely driven by 
market forces. 

 
The overall development of the area for the low density area will be 
similar to other new residential developments in the City of Grande 
Prairie in terms of density, style and appearance of the housing. 

 
The predominant future land use in this area is low density residential 
which will be developed to a Residential District R1-A standard.  This 
zoning could result in densities up to 25 units per hectare (total land 
minus roads, reserve and utility lots).  It is likely that the actual densities 
will be lower than the maximum allowed by Bylaw.  Within the plan area 
there will be a mix of housing styles and types.  This will include larger 
lots in strategic locations, smaller lots and duplexes.  This mix will serve 
to reduce the overall density below the maximum allowed under the Land 
Use Bylaw. 

 
For the purposes of this plan, it is estimated that the overall density for 
single family development for the area will be in the order of 12 to 17 
units per gross hectare.  This should yield between 1800 and 2700 lots, 
depending on the final design of the subdivisions. 
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3.4 Medium and High Density Residential 
 

The plan identifies various sites suitable for some medium and high 
density residential in the Northridge area.  The term medium density 
residential refers to duplex, semi-detached and townhouse type housing.  
Each of these styles can be found in the Residential Mixed Dwelling R-4 
District.  The term high density residential refers to apartments and can 
also be accommodated in the R-4 district.  Based on current market 
conditions, it is expected that there may be more of a market for medium 
density housing.  However, the provision of the mixed district provides for 
the greatest variety of housing mix and allows the owners to respond to 
market demand. 

 
The areas suitable for medium and high density residential are indicated 
on the Conceptual Future Land Use Map 4. 

 
The medium and high density housing could act as a transition from 
some of the commercial areas surrounding the site.  In some 
circumstances, areas identified for Highway Commercial could be 
developed for the medium and high density housing provided there is an 
adequate transition between the commercial and residential area.  In 
addition, some medium and high density housing will be located near 
major intersections of collector and arterial roads with lower density 
residential areas in the middle of the planning area. 

 
For their purposes of this plan, the densities for the medium and high 
density areas have been calculated at an R-4 density for row housing.  
Although the zoning allows for a maximum density of 52 units per 
hectare, it is likely that the actual densities ranging between 30 and 40 
units per hectare have been used.  This should yield between 350 and 
500 multiple family units. 

 
Where medium and high density housing is located adjacent to 
commercial development, the developers will provide adequate 
screening and buffering to minimize any conflicts between the two uses. 

 
The form of housing to be located within the area designated as medium 
and high density residential will be reviewed at the time of the 
presentation of the Outline Plan.  Based on market conditions at that 
time, some of the sites designated as medium and high density 
residential may be converted to low density residential without 
necessitating an amendment to the Area Structure Plan. 

 
Development of the Highway Commercial swing sites for residential 
purposes will be confirmed at the Outline Plan stage.  Should the 
planning area develop in its entirety as a low density residential area, the 
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overall density will still conform to the policies of the City’s Municipal 
Development Plan regarding density objectives. 

 
3.5 Municipal and School Reserve and Open Space 

 
3.5.1 General 

 
Provision for schools and open space will be made in accordance 
with the Municipal Government Act, Section 666.  Municipal 
Reserve will be provided in accordance with Section 5.3 of the 
City of Grande Prairie Municipal Development Plan.  The largest 
share of Municipal Reserve will be taken in large parcels.  
However, there may be occasion to create smaller parcels in 
strategic locations.  The overall concept regarding the provision of 
municipal and school reserve and open space is illustrated on 
Map 9. 

 
More specifically, there is a need to provide approximately 20 
hectares of municipal and school reserve.  The allocation of 
proposed school reserves and open space is indicated in a 
general manner on the Conceptual Future Land Use Map 4 and 
Map 9. 

 
The creation of storm water ponds in the plan area will also 
contribute to the provision of open spaces throughout the 
residential area. 

 
The overall direction for the provision of reserve and open space 
requirements will be in accordance with the following:  school 
sites, neighborhood park, tot lot, pedestrian / bicycle trail corridors 
and storm water management. 

 
The cumulative amount of land identified as Municipal Reserve 
across the entire development area is identified on the land use 
chart.  The chart indicates that all of the Municipal Reserve will be 
taken in land form.  In keeping with the policy of recognizing that 
an Area Structure Plan is to be general in nature and details are to 
be provided at the Outline Plan stage, reserve requirements are 
general, indicating major school locations and neighborhood 
parks.  The identification of tot lots is best left for the Outline Plan 
stage when specific details on subdivision are provided.  Only 
small deviations from this approach resulting from the more 
precise survey at the time of subdivision might be expected.  The 
timing of the provision of the Municipal Reserve will be consistent 
with the phasing of the subdivisions as set out in the Outline Plan. 
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3.5.2 Recreation and Open Space 
 

The plan proposes that as a predominantly single family area, the 
area will be well served through a series of strategically located 
parks and school sites.  All Municipal Reserve owing in the area 
will be taken in the areas identified as low, medium or high density 
residential on the Conceptual Future Land Use Map 4.  Municipal 
Reserve requirements are identified as open space on the 
Conceptual Future Land Use Map 4.  Municipal Reserve will not 
be taken in parcel form in any area identified as Highway 
Commercial. 

 
The parks will be centrally located in the neighborhoods.  The 
creation of storm water ponds will also provide additional open 
space opportunities if developed as multi-use facilities. 

 
The development of the parks system will be consistent with City 
policy as outlined in this plan.  It is intended that a landscaping 
plan for each of the Municipal Reserve parcels except for the 
schools sites will be submitted to the City for approval as part of 
any development agreement. 

 
It is expected that certain utilities will be constructed around the 
edges of some Municipal Reserve areas.  In those situations, the 
design of the park will ensure that the utilities are accessible and 
not compromised through park development.  The 
accommodation of utilities will not inhibit the park function in 
Municipal Reserve parcels.  This will be finalized through the 
Outline Plan and Design Report. 

 
It is also expected that storm ponds identified in the plan area be 
either dry or wet ponds.  This is subject to requirements of the 
developers who may wish to integrate the ponds with the 
neighborhoods. 

 
For dry ponds, all of the area required for the pond will be 
considered as Municipal Reserve.  The pond area will be suitably 
landscaped in accordance with a landscaping plan submitted to 
the City of Grande Prairie.  It is intended that the ponds be part of 
an active recreation area for the neighborhood.  The City will grant 
Municipal Reserve credit for storm water management facilities 
where: 

 
• The school, neighborhood park, tot lot and pedestrian / bicycle 

network needs of the neighborhood have already been met or 
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adequate provision has been made to meet these needs in the 
future; and 

 
• The storm water management facility meets the design criteria 

and standards of both recreation areas and storm water 
management facilities and contributes to the above. 

 
Sufficient detail demonstrating that the use of the storm pond area 
for Municipal Reserve purposes is compatible with the storm water 
management function and high quality recreation space must be 
included in the Outline Plan, the Storm Water Design Report and 
the Detailed Engineering Drawings.  The amount of Municipal 
Reserve credit to be assigned will be determined at the time of 
Outline Plan approval.  Storm ponds located in commercial or 
industrial areas will not be considered for Municipal Reserve 
credit. 

 
All land above the 1:100 year floor line on a wet pond will be 
considered for Municipal Reserve provided that the land has an 
active recreation capability. 

 
3.5.3 School Sites 

 
Provision will be made within the plan for one school site suitable 
for a joint use school (K to 9).  This site will be approximately 8 
hectares in size.  Joint use means that both the Grande Prairie 
Public site and Separate school boards will share the site and will 
develop two schools. 

 
In addition, a further 3.5 hectares has been set aside for a K to 6 
public schools in the planning area.  The approximate sites and 
sizes are indicated on Map 9. 

 
The location of the schools will follow school site planning 
guidelines and be located along collector roads.  The sites are 
also reasonably central to the major population areas of the 
planning area. 

 
3.5.4  Population Projections 

 
The total number of single family lots to be created is estimated to 
be between 1890 and 2700 lots depending on the final design.  
Based on an average of 3.0 persons per household, the 
population yield from the single-family area is expected to be 
between 5700 and 8000 persons.  
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In addition, the development of medium and high density housing 
such as row housing is expected to yield another 370 to 500 units.  
The population generated from these units is based on a lower 
rate than single family.  For the purposes of this plan a figure of 
2.5 persons per unit has been used.  The population from the 
multiple family areas is expected to range from 900 to 1250 
persons. 

 
In total the population across the entire area is expected to range 
from 6600 to 9300.  This results in an overall density within the 
residential area of 39 to 55 persons per gross hectare and 
generally conforms to the Municipal Development Plan. 

 
It is expected that the school aged population will be 
approximately 25% of the gross population.  The area will 
generate approximately 1650 to 2325 school aged children of all 
grade levels when fully developed. 

 
In terms of school projections or requirements, the following 
assumptions have been utilized.  The breakdown between Public 
and Separate schools is on a 2 to 1 basis in favor of the public 
system.  Therefore, the public system is likely to see between 
1100 and 1550 students spread among all grade levels.  The 
Separate system will receive between 600 and 830 students 
spread between all grade levels.  

 
Based on these numbers, the Public system will require one K to 9 
school and one K to 6 school.  The Separate school board will 
require one K to 9 school. 

 
The land requirement for a joint K to 9 school is in the range of 8 
hectares or 20 to 22 acres.  The land requirement for a K to 6 
school is 3.5 hectares or 8 to 10 acres.  The plan will make 
provision for the necessary land requirements to accommodate 
schools of this size. 

 
4.0 TRANSPORTATION 
 

4.1 Circulation 
 

The circulation patterns will be consistent with the City of Grande Prairie 
Transportation Master Plan.  It is expected that 108 Street and 132 
Avenue will be 4 lane divided arterial roadways in the future.  Sufficient 
land will be dedicated at the time of subdivision to accommodate this 
requirement. 
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Further, residential development along 108 Street will be suitably 
buffered from the arterial roadway. 

 
Internally, the road system will consist of major collectors, minor 
collectors and local roads.  A proposed external and internal 
transportation plan is indicated on Map 5. 

 
All roads will be constructed to the standards of the City of Grande 
Prairie.  This includes both the right of way standards and the 
construction standards. 

 
Collector roads will connect to existing and future road patterns on the 
exterior of the subdivision.  Given this pattern, the roads as proposed do 
not materially impact on any of the adjacent owners. 

 
Bike trails will be provided in accordance with the Transportation Master 
Plan.  These will be developed as multi-purpose trails for bikes and 
pedestrian traffic.  The trails will be incorporated in the arterial road 
system where there is adequate space for separate trails.  This will allow 
the neighborhood to be ringed with multi-purpose trails.  It is intended 
that future networks link with the existing system. 

 
Internally or within the neighborhood, a defined trails system is not 
identified at this time.  A more specific trail system will be provided at the 
Outline Plan stage. 

 
The major trail system is provided on Map 5.  The trails will link school 
sites with the multi-purpose trails located along the arterial roads.  Where 
the major trail system will follow roadways as identified on Map 5, a 
sidewalk wide enough to accommodate both pedestrian and bicycle 
traffic will be provided. 

 
It is intended that buffering will be provided along 108 Street and 132 
Avenue to separate the residential areas from these roadways.  

 
In order to provide for a range of housing styles and types, the plan will 
allow for a variety of subdivision standards.  This may include paved 
lanes where deemed appropriate.  Subdivisions with paved lands will be 
identified in the Outline Plan and Transportation Design Report and will 
be designed and constructed according to City standards. 

 
Entrance features may be installed on the right of way of major collector 
roads subject to approval of the City. 

 
Pedestrian walkways or cut-through will be provided to allow access to 
tot lots and will be identified as part of an Outline Plan. 
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4.2 Transit 
 

As the area develops, it may be necessary to provide public 
transportation to the area.  It is anticipated that the public transit system 
will operate along collector and arterial roads.  Any proposed routing 
system is too premature to develop, as any extension of the system 
would have to fit with other City expansion plans and transit 
requirements. 

 
 
5.0 UTILITIES AND CITY FACILITIES 
 

5.1 General 
 

The Northridge area has recently been serviced via the West Trunk 
Sanitary Extension which runs parallel to the Highway Bypass.  The 
development of this trunk main opens most of the northwest section of 
the City for development.  The City will need to upgrade the West Trunk 
sanitary in order to facilitate the full development of the Northridge area. 

 
The provision of City utilities will be consistent with infrastructure master 
plans approved by the City of Grande Prairie.  Other utilities, which will 
be provided, include cable TV, telephone, power and natural gas.  All 
utilities, including existing overhead power lines where reasonable, will 
be provided underground. 

 
The manner in which the utilities are provided will be up to the developer 
of the land.  There are a variety of options in providing services including 
the provision of utility lots, front street services and paved lanes.  Each 
owner may elect to choose a different style.  The plan is deemed to be 
flexible enough to allow for various styles depending on the nature of 
development and the preference of the owner. 

 
There may be certain issues relevant to the phasing of services in the 
plan area.  These will be dealt with in Section 6.1 - Phasing. 

 
The City will consider new and innovative servicing mechanisms. 

 
Developers will be responsible for the provision of all services to City 
standards.  Where sanitary sewer and storm sewer services identified by 
this plan are provided entirely by one owner and benefit other owners, 
the City will endeavor to assist in the recapture of costs from other 
benefiting landowners when entering into servicing agreements. 

 
Conceptual maps for water, sanitary sewer and storm water are provided 
to indicate the general alignment of mains servicing the neighborhood. 
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A water system plan is indicated on Map 6, a sanitary sewer systems 
plan is shown on Map 7 and a storm system plan is illustrated on Map 8. 

 
All utilities will be located underground throughout the plan area.  For the 
most part, utilities will be provided in a system of Utility lots.  The 
provision of utility lots will provide several benefits.  The lots will be used 
as buffers between the residential areas and commercial areas.  They 
can serve as part of the pedestrian trail system.  They are also useful in 
providing areas for public transit stops. 

 
Lastly, the plan recognizes the City’s efforts to acquire and develop a site 
for a fire hall in the planning area.  The site is indicated on the 
Conceptual Future Land Use Map. 

 
5.2 Sanitary Sewer 
 

The servicing in the plan area will be compatible with the City of Grande 
Prairie’s Wastewater Collection System Master Plan. 

 
5.3 Water 
 

All water distribution systems in the plan area will be compatible with the 
City of Grande Prairie’s Water Distribution Master Plan. 

 
5.4 Storm Water 
 

The handling of storm water in the plan area will be consistent with the 
City of Grande Prairie’s Storm Water Drainage System Master Plan.  In 
accordance with this plan, storm water retention through a series of 
ponds shall be a requirement unless otherwise agreed to. 

 
All dry ponds may be dedicated and recognized as Municipal Reserve.  
In addition, the land in and around the pond will be suitably landscaped 
or planned as an active recreation area. 

 
Each quarter section in the plan area will be responsible for storm water 
management on an individual basis.  Map 8 shows the general 
catchment areas, major overland drainage routes and storm water 
management ponds. 

 
The general location and size of these facilities are general in nature in 
order to allow the developer some flexibility for design changes at the 
time of subdivision without needing to amend this plan. 

 
Engineering design reports for storm water management will be 
submitted to the City for approval in conjunction with a proposed Outline 
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Plan.  These reports will provide the storm water management pond 
design and size, and show specific overland drainage routes to prevent 
flooding of buildings.  All designs shall be done to the City of Grande 
Prairie design guidelines. 

 
For the purposes of cost saving and practicality, some joint ponds and 
other utilities may be developed.  Where the utilities or joint ponds are 
developed, the costs of developing the same will be shared amongst the 
responsible landowners.  Developers will be responsible for arranging 
suitable compensation. 

 
Certain ponds that are currently indicated in the planning area may not 
be constructed.  There are other alternatives available to the detention of 
storm water within the planning area.  These alternatives involve 
enlarging ponds in other locations.  However, at this time it is not 
practical to definitively state that this may transpire.  Ponds are therefore 
identified at this time.  However, should a more cost-effective alternative 
be developed in the future, the plan will not require an amendment in 
order to allow subdivision and development to proceed with alternative 
measures. 

 
 
6.0 IMPLEMENTATION 
 

6.1 Phasing 
 

The phasing of future subdivision and development of land shall be 
governed by market conditions.  Given that there is more than one owner 
in the area, each landowner will be responsible for the phasing within 
each area. 

 
In order to facilitate development within each quarter section, the City 
may require easements to accommodate major water, sanitary and 
storm sewer lines needed by subsequent development of development 
that is proceeding in advance of the normal extension of municipal 
services.  All utility services will be extended to the edge of the 
subdivision.  Each developer will stub out major water, sanitary and 
storm sewer lines one pipe length to enable the next developer to hook 
into the utility system without disturbing existing road surfaces or other 
municipal improvements. 

 
Development will be proceeding at different times and in different 
locations.  To address the issue of access, a secondary temporary 
access will be required where the development exceeds 100 residential 
lots in any quarter section.  A second permanent access to any 
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development will be required when the development in any quarter 
exceeds 200 or more units. 

 
As there are separate landowners in the planning area, each owner will 
be dealt with on an individual basis.  To this end, development in the NE 
¼ of 35-6 W6M may commence prior to services being extended from 
the SE ¼ of 35 on an interim basis.  The developer will be responsible for 
any future modifications needed to match the ultimate servicing concepts 
of this plan. 

 
6.2 Integration with Adjacent Lands 

 
The development of the area for single family residential will be 
compatible with residential development proposed in other adjacent 
lands.  Where residential development is adjacent to commercial or 
industrial development, buffers will be provided to provide the necessary 
spatial separation.  In addition, special features such as fencing or other 
screening will be provided to minimize any incompatibilities. 

 
With regard to linkage to adjacent lands, the major road patterns have 
been identified in the transportation section of this plan.  The location of 
collector or arterial roads will be designed to meet all City standards.  
Allowances will be made to ensure that the networks will be aligned with 
adjacent lands wherever possible.  

 
The location of the school sites has been determined to best meet with 
the needs of the overall neighborhood. 

 
6.3 Development Policies 

 
An Outline Plan and Engineering Design Report (water, sanitary sewer 
and storm sewer) for each quarter will be reviewed and approved by the 
City prior to Council approval of any Land Use Bylaw amendments or 
subdivision within the area as indicated in the Area Structure Plan.  Land 
Use Bylaw amendments and subdivisions that fall under an approved 
Outline Plan can be submitted to the City for review at the same time. 

 
The plan will be adopted by bylaw of the City of Grande Prairie.  This will 
allow some flexibility for design changes at the Outline Plan and Design 
Reports stage without requiring an amendment to the Area Structure 
Plan.  Many of the numbers and figures indicated on the Land Use Chart 
are deemed to be approximate only.  Major changes to the design or to 
land uses as indicated in the plan will require an amendment to the plan 
except as provided for in this plan. 
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Outline Plans are required as a prerequisite to the commencement of 
development at the quarter section level and shall be consistent with an 
approved Area Structure Plan and Engineering Design Report.  All 
Outline Plan’s shall include: 

 
• A statement of compliance with the MDP and applicable ASP and 

identification of amendment requirements if applicable; 
• Proposed land use districting as provided under the Land Use Bylaw; 
• An examination of existing land uses and physical features, including 

vegetation, watercourses and topographic information (1m contours); 
• The identification of environmentally sensitive features and measures 

for their protection; 
• A detailed land use plan illustrating all industrial and commercial areas 

by type and location, and residential areas by location, type and 
density; 

• A summary of land use areas and population generation in tabular 
form; 

• Arterial, collector and local road alignments; 
• Proposed sanitary sewer, storm drainage, and water distribution 

facilities, alignments and locations; 
• Public and separate school sites (areas and locations); 
• Public utility lots and easement locations; 
• The location of all playgrounds, linear parks and walkways, and 

integration with the City’s overall trail network; 
• Proposed transit routes; 
• Location of proposed noise attenuation measures; 
• Subdivision and utilities phasing; 
• Surface drainage patterns, storm pond and outfall locations, and 

proposed trunk mains; 
• Ties to existing sanitary facilities, lift stations and proposed trunk main 

locations; 
• Ties to existing water supplies, proposed trunk main locations; 
• Development phasing plan based on the logical extension of 

infrastructure; and 
• Proposed shallow utility networks. 

 
Engineering Design Reports covering water, sanitary sewer, storm 
sewer and transportation will be submitted to the City at the same time 
as the Outline Plan.  Design Reports will include the topics identified in 
the City’s Design Manual. 
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6.4  Amending the Plan 
 

An amendment to an Area Structure Plan shall be required if, in the 
opinion of the Approving Authority, a proposed Outline Plan results in 
one or more of the following changes to the plan: 

 
• A change in the general land use pattern of an area or site except as 

provided in this plan; 
• A change in size or location of a school site or major park; 
• The elimination, reclassification or significant realignment of proposed 

arterial roads, or the relocation of intersections with major collector 
roads; 

• Significant changes to the location of major utility networks or storm 
water management that is not identified in Section 5.4 of this plan. 
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Land Use Analysis In Hectares 

 
Chart 1 - Bylaw C-1013-02-01 (May 21, 2002) 

 
 

Area N.W. N.E. S.W. S.E. Total 

Total Plan Area 61.59 48.34 61.51 45.46 216.90

Commercial 0.0 10.54 12.33 23.48 46.35

Gross Residential 61.59 37.80 49.18 21.98 170.55

Municipal Reserve 0.06 2.47 1.66 3.53 7.72

School Reserve 6.10 2.36 2.84 0.00 11.30

Public Service 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.01 1.01

Total Reserve 7.81 4.83 4.50* 4.54 20.02

Roads / Utility – 20% 12.32 7.56 9.84 4.40 34.11

Net Residential 43.11 25.41 34.84 13.04 116.40

Multi Family / Town /Rowhouses 2.67 1.41 6.37 6.52 16.97

Single / 2 Unit Family Dwellings 40.44 24.00 28.47 6.52 99.43

 
 
The purpose of this chart is to provide the user with a guideline of the areas required 
for the various land uses in the planning area.  As the Area Structure Plan is general 
in nature, the numbers indicated in the chart are approximate only.  Variances which 
result at later more detailed stages will not require an amendment to this plan. 
 
*Reserve to be deferred by agreement to NW Section 35-71-6 W6M. 
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Land Use Analysis In Hectares 
 

Chart 2 - Bylaw C-1013-02-01 (May 21, 2002) 
 
 

Area N.W. N.E. S.W. S.E. Total 

Total Plan Area 61.59 48.34 61.51 45.46 216.90

Commercial 0.00 0.00* 12.33 23.15 35.48

Gross Residential 61.59 48.34 49.18 22.31 181.42

Municipal Reserve 0.06 2.47 1.66 3.53 7.72

School Reserve 6.10 2.36 2.84 0.00 11.30

Public Service 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.01 1.01

Total Reserve 6.16 4.83 4.50* 4.54 20.03

Roads / Utility – 20% 12.32 9.67 9.84 4.40 36.23

Net Residential 43.11 33.84 34.84 13.37 125.16

Multi Family / Town /Rowhouses 2.67 11.95 6.37 6.52 27.51

Single / 2 Unit Family Dwellings 40.44 21.89 28.47 6.85 97.65

 
 
The purpose of this chart is to provide the user with a guideline of the areas required 
for the various land uses in the planning area.  As the Area Structure Plan is general 
in nature, the numbers indicated in the chart are approximate only.  Variances which 
result at later more detailed stages will not require an amendment to this plan. 
 
*Denotes change in area from commercial to residential as identified in text. 
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